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ABSTRACT

The disclosure provides a method for identifying a storage device, which includes: obtaining, by a master control server, disk information of a storage device through a storage server; determining, by the master control server, that there is a storage device matching a device identifier according to the disk information, and entering a monitoring state; otherwise, creating a device identifier for the storage device and entering the monitoring state. The disclosure also provides a system for identifying a storage device. Through the method and the system, the storage devices are uniformly identified so as to facilitate unified management of the storage devices.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IDENTIFYING STORAGE DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of distributed storage technology, in particular to a method and system for identifying a storage device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the storage model of current Network Attached Storage (NAS), a file system is built on several hard disks or several specific storage devices. In this case, the management of the storage device is relatively simple.

[0003] Generally, the storage device is managed by obtaining an identifier thereof. In the related art, the following methods are proposed for obtaining the identifier of the storage device.

[0004] 1. For the storage device developed and researched in-house, some Erasable Programmable Logic Device (EPLD) registers are provided to store a version number and a material order number of a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of the storage device. This kind of storage devices is uniquely indentified by the version number and the material order number of the PCB. However, the above manner is limited to the storage device developed and researched in-house, and the storage device from external procurement or produced by other manufacturers may not be provided with such information.

[0005] 2. Corresponding to an Electro Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) magnetic-matrix device, a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of this kind of storage devices can be obtained through an Application Programming Interface (API). However, this manner is limited to the magnetic-matrix device or some brands of magnetic-matrix devices.

[0006] 3. Other Just a Bunch Of Disks (JBOD) devices may have Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) to provide a product serial number. However, many devices do not have IPMI.

[0007] A file system in a distributed system of a cloud computing platform is built on heterogeneous storage architecture. Advantages of such design are that the file system may be adapted to various storage devices. Management of the heterogeneous storage device may allow a user to know operation of each storage device on each storage node, such as a device, a logical volume, a Redundant Array of Independent Disk (RAID), a disk and the like. Additionally, the upper layer may select different storage strategies according to the performance difference of respective storage devices. Obviously, the storage device with better function has more opportunity to be selected.

[0008] There is a problem with the current heterogeneous storage architecture, i.e., it is difficult to perform unified management of the storage devices. Since the heterogeneous storage architecture includes a plurality of kinds of storage devices, identifiers of respective storage devices are not unified, and it is impossible to obtain identifiers of storage devices through a unified method, so as to manage application programs and databases in a unified manner. Once the storage devices are powered down, fail or are migrated, the management of the storage devices will become more confusing.

SUMMARY

[0009] Accordingly, the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for identifying a storage device, so as to uniformly identify storage devices and facilitate unified management of storage devices.

[0010] To resolve the above-mentioned technical problem, the disclosure provides a method for identifying a storage device, which includes:

[0011] obtaining, by a master control server, disk information of a storage device through a storage server;

[0012] determining, by the master control server, that there is a storage device matching a device identifier according to the disk information, and entering a monitoring state; and

[0013] determining, by the master control server, that there is no storage device matching a device identifier according to the disk information, creating a device identifier for the storage device and entering the monitoring state.

[0014] The determining that there is a storage device matching a device identifier may include: comparing the received disk information of the storage device with disk information in an identifier table; determining that the storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table when the disk information of the storage device fully matches the disk information in the identifier table; otherwise, determining that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table when a half or more of the disk information of the storage device matches the disk information in the identifier table.

[0015] The determining that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table may include: when one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, determining that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table; or, when each of a first storage device and a second storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, determining that the first storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table, and a device identifier is assigned to the second storage device; or, when one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifiers in more than one identifier table, selecting and updating one identifier table, and deleting other identifier tables.

[0016] The creating a device identifier for the storage device may include: creating an identifier table; generating a device identifier; and storing the generated device identifier and the disk information of the storage device in the created identifier table.

[0017] The entering a monitoring state may include: periodically updating, by the storage server, locally-stored disk information of the storage device; periodically obtaining, by the master control server, the disk information of the storage device through the storage server; determining that a disk is removed according to the received disk information; and updating the identifier table.

[0018] A system for identifying a storage device includes a master control server and a storage server, wherein:

[0019] the master control server is configured to obtain disk information of a storage device through the storage server, to determine that there is a storage device matching a device identifier in an identifier table according to the disk information, and then to enter a monitoring state; and to determine that there is no storage device matching a device identifier in an identifier table according to the disk information, and then to create a device identifier for the storage device and enter the monitoring state; and
the storage server is configured to obtain the disk information of the storage device, to store the disk information, and to send the disk information to the master control server.

The master control server may include a database module and a device managing module, wherein: the device managing module is configured to send the received disk information to the database module; and the database module is configured to compare the received disk information sent from the device managing module with disk information in the identifier table, to determine that the storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table when the disk information of the storage device fully matches the disk information in the identifier table, and to determine that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table when a half or more of the disk information of the storage device matches the disk information in the identifier table.

The database module may be configured: when determining that one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, to determine that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table; or, when each of a first storage device and a second storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, to determine that the first storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table, and to assign a device identifier to the second storage device; or, when one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifiers in more than one identifier table, to retain and update one identifier table, and to delete and other identifier tables.

The database module may be configured, when determining that the storage device does not match the device identifier in the identifier table, to generate a device identifier, to create an identifier table, and to store the generated device identifier and the disk information of the storage device in the created identifier table.

The storage device may include a device management agent module and a device information querying module, wherein: the device managing module is configured, after successful power on, to periodically send a device information obtaining instruction to the device management agent module, and to send the received disk information of the storage device to the database module; the database module is configured to determine that a disk is removed according to the received disk information, and to update the identifier table; the device management agent module is configured to periodically update locally-stored disk information of the storage device through the device information querying module, and to send the device information obtaining instruction sent by the device managing module, and to send the locally-stored disk information to the device managing module; and the device information querying module is configured to read the disk information of the storage device, and to send the read disk information to the device management agent module.

In view of the above, according to the above method and device, when the master control server determines that there is no identifier matching a storage device, it creates a device identifier for this storage device, so as to manage storage devices through unified identifier in the distributed storage system, and the above method and device are suitable for management of various kinds of storage devices.

Additionally, when entering the monitoring state, the master control server periodically updates an identifier table according to states of the storage devices, so that the relationship between the storage devices and the device identifiers stored in the master control server may be updated in time, so as to facilitate management of the storage devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a distributed storage system's base architecture:

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for identifying a storage device according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a system for identifying a storage device according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The principle of the disclosure is that: a master control server obtains disk information of a storage device through a storage server, and determines whether there is a device identifier matches the storage device, if yes, the master control server enters a monitoring state; if no, the master control server creates a device identifier for the storage device and ensures uniqueness of the created identifier and correlation between the created identifier and the storage device, and then the master control server enters the monitoring state.

Hereinafter, embodiments of the disclosure will be described in detail with reference to the drawings.

To make the disclosure clearer, a distributed storage system's base architecture will be described briefly. As shown in FIG. 1, the distributed storage system is composed of a master control server, a storage server and a storage device. The storage device may be various kinds of storage devices. Data to be stored is stored by respective storage devices of which each is managed by a corresponding storage server. Each storage server is managed and scheduled uniformly by the master control server. Each storage device is registered on the master control server, and a database of the master control server obtains data of the storage device (such as a model number and performance characteristics) by registering to manage the storage device. Additionally, a corresponding storage strategy, i.e., a corresponding storage device, is selected according to the data of the storage device to store data.

FIG. 2 shows a method for identifying a storage device, which includes the following steps.

Step 201: a master control server obtains disk information of a storage device through a storage server.

Step 202: the master control server determines whether there is a device identifier matching the storage device according to the disk information; if yes, proceed to step 204; if no, proceed to step 203.
[0037] The master control server receives the disk information of the storage device and queries an identifier table stored in a database thereof; if disk information in the identifier table fully matches the received disk information of the storage device, it means a device identifier in the identifier table fully matches the storage device, and the device identifier in the identifier table is the identifier of the storage device, then the method proceeds to step 204. The identifier table stores the relationship between the device identifier of the storage device and the disk information of the storage device. Each storage device is corresponding to one identifier table. The device identifier is generated by the master control server to identify the storage device. The generation of the device identifier may be implemented through any suitable matter, such as a random string together with a timestamp, as long as the generated identifier is uniform.

[0038] However, if some disks of the storage device are removed after the system is powered down, when the system is powered on the identifier relationship table matching the storage device will be not found. Therefore, the fuzzy matching principle is used in the disclosure, so that the master control server further determines whether at least a half or more of disk serial numbers (i.e., disk information) in the disk information of the storage device which only partly matches the storage device match the disk information in the identifier table; if yes, it means the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table, and the device identifier in the identifier table is the identifier of the storage device, then the method proceeds to step 204. The process for determining the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table includes the following circumstances.

[0039] The master control server determines that one storage device fuzzily matches a device identifier in one identifier table, then the method proceeds to step 204.

[0040] After the system is powered down, a half of disks of one storage device are removed and installed in other storage device, and thus when the system is powered on two storage device will fuzzily match the device identifier in one identifier table; if said one storage device, from which disks are removed, is referred to as a first storage device, and said storage device, in which disks are installed, is referred to as a second storage device, the first storage device retains the original identifier, i.e., the first storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, and a device identifier is assigned to the second storage device, and then the method proceeds to step 204. The assignment of the device identifier includes: if all disk information of the second storage device belongs to the identifier table, it means the second storage device originally does not include other disk, and the second storage device is newly accessed in the system; a device identifier is generated for the second storage device, which includes that the master control server generates a device identifier and then the device identifier and the disk information form the identifier table; if none of disk information of the second storage device belongs to the identifier table, it means the second storage device is an original storage device in the system, the identifier table, in which all disk information matches the disk information of the second storage device, is found to update the identifier table, then the identifier of the second storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table. The updating the identifier table includes: the disk information of the second storage device is compared with the disk information in the identifier table, and the disk information of the second storage device but not in the identifier table is added into the identifier table.

[0041] At least a half of disks of two or more storage devices are removed and installed in one storage device, so that the one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier of one or more identifier table, then only one identifier table is retained and updated and others are deleted, and then the method proceeds to step 204. The updating is the same as the updating for the identifier table of the second storage when two storage devices fuzzily match the device identifier of one identifier table and the second storage device is the original storage device in the system, therefore, the detailed description is omitted.

[0042] If the device identifier in the identifier table does not match the storage device, the method proceeds to step 203.

[0043] Step 203: a device identifier is created for the storage device, the system is successfully powered on and enters a monitoring state.

[0044] The generation of the device identifier in step 203 is the same as the generation of the identifier when two storage devices fuzzily match the device identifier in one identifier table and the second storage device is newly accessed in the system, therefore, the detailed description is omitted.

[0045] Step 204: the system is successfully powered on and enters a monitoring state.

[0046] The entering a monitoring state includes: after the system is powered on, the storage server periodically updates locally-stored disk information of the storage device. The updating the disk information includes: the storage server periodically reads the disk information of the storage device and compares it with the locally-stored disk information of the storage device; if the two disk information is the same, no processing is needed; otherwise, a part of locally-stored disk information distinguishing from the disk information of the storage device is deleted, and a part of the disk information of the storage device distinguishing from the locally-stored disk information is added into locally-stored the disk information. The period may be set as desired.

[0047] The master control server periodically obtains the disk information of the storage device through the storage server, which includes: the master control server periodically sends a device information obtaining instruction to the storage server; the storage server receives the instruction and sends the locally-stored disk information of the storage device to the master control server; the master control server determines that some disks are removed according to the received disk information, and updates the identifier table. The period may be set as desired. The updating the identifier table includes: the master control server compares the received disk information with the locally-stored disk information in the identifier table; if there is disk information distinguishing from the locally-stored disk information in the identifier table, it means there is at least a disk is removed, then the distinguished disk information is deleted.

[0048] Based on the above method, the disclosure also provides a system for identifying a storage device, as shown in FIG. 3, the system includes a master control server 301 and a storage server 302.

[0049] The master control server 301 is configured, after the system is powered on, to obtain disk information of a storage device through the storage server 302, to determine that there is a storage device matching a device identifier, and then to enter a monitoring state, and to determine that there is
no storage device matching an identifier table, and then to generate a device identifier for the storage device and enter a monitoring state.

[0050] The storage server 302 is configured to obtain the disk information of the storage device, to store the disk information, and to send the disk information to the master control server 301.

[0051] The master control server 301 includes a database module 3011 and a device managing module 3012.

[0052] The device managing module 3012 is configured to send the received disk information to the database module 3011, and to enter the monitoring state according to a notification from the database module 3011.

[0053] The database module 3011 is configured to compare the received disk information of the storage device with locally-stored disk information in the identifier table; if there is disk information of the storage device fully matching the disk information in the identifier table, to determine that the storage device fully matches the identifier table, and to inform the device managing module 3012 that the system is successfully powered on; if there is at least a half or more disk information of the storage device matching the disk information in the identifier table, to determine that the storage device matches the identifier table, and to inform the device managing module 3012 that the system is successfully powered on; otherwise, to determine the storage device does not match the identifier table.

[0054] The database module 3011 is configured to determine that there is one storage device fully matching the device identifier in one identifier table, and then to determine that the storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table; or, each of the first and second storage devices fully matches the device identifier in one identifier table, and then to determine that the first storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table, and to assign a device identifier for the second storage device. The assigning for the device identifier includes: if all disk information of the second storage device belongs to the identifier table, it means the second storage device is newly accessed in the system, and a device identifier is created for the second storage device; if none of disk information of the second storage device belongs to the identifier table, it means the second storage device is an original storage device in the system, the identifier table, in which all disk information matches disk information of the second storage device, is found to update the identifier table, and then the second storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table; or, one storage device matches device identifiers in more than one identifier table, one identifier table is retained and updated, and the others are deleted.

[0055] The database module 3011 is specifically configured to determine that the storage device does not match the device identifier in the identifier table, to generate a device identifier, to create an identifier table, to store the generated device identifier and the disk information of the storage device in the created identifier table, and to inform the device managing module 3012 that the system is successfully powered on.

[0056] The storage server 302 specifically includes a device management agent module 3021 and a device information querying module 3022.

[0057] The device management agent module 3021 is configured to receive a device information obtaining instruction sent by the device managing module 3012, and to call a query interface of the device information querying module 3022; and to store the received disk information of the storage device and send it to the device managing module 3012.

[0058] The device information querying module 3022 is configured to read the disk information of the storage device and return the disk information to the device management agent module 3021.

[0059] The device management agent module 3021 is specifically configured to periodically update locally-stored disk information of the storage device through the device information querying module 3022, to receive a device information obtaining instruction sent by the device managing module and send the locally-stored disk information to the device managing module. The updating the locally-stored disk information includes: the storage server periodically reads the disk information of the storage device, and compares it with the locally-stored disk information; if the two disk information is the same, no processing is needed; otherwise, the locally-stored disk information distinguishing from the disk information of the storage device is deleted, and the disk information of the storage device distinguishing from the locally-stored disk information is added into the locally-stored disk information. The period may be set as desired.

[0060] The device information querying module 3022 is configured to read the disk information of the storage device, and to return the disk information to the device management agent module 3021.

[0061] The device managing module 3012 is configured, after the system is successfully powered on, to periodically send the device information obtaining instruction to the device management agent module 3021; and to send the received disk information of the storage device to the database module 3011, in which the period may be set as desired.

[0062] The database module 3011 is configured to determine some disks are removed according to the received disk information, and to update the identifier table.

[0063] The mentioned above is only preferred embodiments of the disclosure but not limitation to the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for identifying a storage device, comprising: obtaining, by a master control server, disk information of a storage device through a storage server; determining, by the master control server, that there is a storage device matching a device identifier according to the disk information, and entering a monitoring state; and determining, by the master control server, that there is no storage device matching a device identifier according to the disk information, creating a device identifier for the storage device and entering the monitoring state.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the determining that there is a storage device matching a device identifier comprises:

   - comparing the received disk information of the storage device with disk information in an identifier table;
   - determining that the storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table when the disk information of the storage device fully matches the disk information in the identifier table;
   - otherwise, determining that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table when a half or more of the disk information of the storage device matches the disk information in the identifier table.
3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the determining that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table comprises:

when one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, determining that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table; or

when each of a first storage device and a second storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, determining that the first storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table, and a device identifier is assigned to the second storage device; or

when one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifiers in more than one identifier table, retaining and updating one identifier table, and deleting other identifier tables.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the creating a device identifier for the storage device comprises:

creating an identifier table;
generating a device identifier; and
storing the generated device identifier and the disk information of the storage device in the created identifier table.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the entering the monitoring state comprises:

periodically updating, by the storage server, locally-stored disk information of the storage device;
periodically obtaining, by the master control server, the disk information of the storage device through the storage server;
determining that a disk is removed according to the received disk information; and
updating the identifier table.

6. A system for identifying a storage device, comprising a master control server and a storage server, wherein:

the master control server is configured to obtain disk information of a storage device through the storage server, to determine that there is a storage device matching a device identifier in an identifier table according to the disk information, and then to enter a monitoring state; and
to determine that there is no storage device matching a device identifier in an identifier table according to the disk information, and then to create a device identifier for the storage device and enter the monitoring state; and
the storage server is configured to obtain the disk information of the storage device, to store the disk information, and to send the disk information to the master control server.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the master control server comprises a database module and a device managing module, wherein:

the device managing module is configured to send the received disk information to the database module; and
the database module is configured to compare the received disk information sent from the device managing module with disk information in the identifier table, to determine that the storage device fully matches the device identifier in the identifier table when the disk information of the storage device fully matches the disk information in the identifier table.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the database module is configured:

when determining that one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, to determine that the storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table; or
when each of a first storage device and a second storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in one identifier table, to determine that the first storage device fuzzily matches the device identifier in the identifier table, and to assign a device identifier to the second storage device; or
when one storage device fuzzily matches the device identifiers in more than one identifier table, to retain and update one identifier table, and to delete other identifier tables.

9. The system according to claim 7, wherein the database module is configured, when determining that the storage device does not match the device identifier in the identifier table, to generate a device identifier, to create an identifier table, and to store the generated device identifier and the disk information of the storage device in the created identifier table.

10. The system according to claim 6, wherein the storage server comprises a device management agent module and a device information querying module, wherein:

the device managing module is configured, after successful power on, to periodically send a device information obtaining instruction to the device management agent module, and to send the received disk information of the storage device to the database module;
the database module is configured to determine that a disk is removed according to the received disk information, and to update the identifier table;
the device management agent module is configured to periodically update locally-stored disk information of the storage device through the device information querying module, and to receive the device information obtaining instruction sent by the device managing module, and to send the locally-stored disk information to the device managing module; and
the device information querying module is configured to read the disk information of the storage device, and to send the read disk information to the device management agent module.

11. The method according to claim 2, wherein the creating a device identifier for the storage device comprises:

creating an identifier table;
generating a device identifier; and
storing the generated device identifier and the disk information of the storage device in the created identifier table.

12. The method according to claim 3, wherein the creating a device identifier for the storage device comprises:

creating an identifier table;
generating a device identifier; and
storing the generated device identifier and the disk information of the storage device in the created identifier table.

13. The method according to claim 2, wherein the entering a monitoring state comprises:
periodically updating, by the storage server, locally-stored disk information of the storage device;
periodically obtaining, by the master control server, the disk information of the storage device through the storage server;
determining that a disk is removed according to the received disk information; and
updating the identifier table.
14. The method according to claim 3, wherein the entering a monitoring state comprises:
periodically updating, by the storage server, locally-stored disk information of the storage device;
periodically obtaining, by the master control server, the disk information of the storage device through the storage server;
determining that a disk is removed according to the received disk information; and
updating the identifier table.
15. The system according to claim 7, wherein the storage server comprises a device management agent module and a device information querying module, wherein,
the device managing module is configured, after successful power on, to periodically send a device information obtaining instruction to the device management agent module, and to send the received disk information of the storage device to the database module;
the database module is configured to determine that a disk is removed according to the received disk information, and to update the identifier table;
the device management agent module is configured to periodically update locally-stored disk information of the storage device through the device information querying module, and to receive the device information obtaining instruction sent by the device managing module, and to send the locally-stored disk information to the device managing module; and
the device information querying module is configured to read the disk information of the storage device, and to send the read disk information to the device management agent module.
16. The system according to claim 8, wherein the storage server comprises a device management agent module and a device information querying module, wherein,
the device managing module is configured, after successful power on, to periodically send a device information obtaining instruction to the device management agent module, and to send the received disk information of the storage device to the database module;
the database module is configured to determine that a disk is removed according to the received disk information, and to update the identifier table;
the device management agent module is configured to periodically update locally-stored disk information of the storage device through the device information querying module, and to receive the device information obtaining instruction sent by the device managing module, and to send the locally-stored disk information to the device managing module; and
the device information querying module is configured to read the disk information of the storage device, and to send the read disk information to the device management agent module.

* * * * *